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Ice fishing is a northern
tradition.
Photo by Vic Attardo

I’m looking forward to
the holiday season. Not the
presents but the obvious
things that bring tears to
my eyes, emotions that
make my heart race, and
the urge to let my emotions
freely flow. That’s right, it’s
obvious…college
football
bowl games. I have to admit
I’m a junkie when it comes
to college football. I would
“Call the Hogs” right now but
I have more class than that.
So
what’s
the
correlation between football and fishing? Most sports
enthusiast and fishermen are looking forward to the 2016
season. Whether it was a good or bad year in 2015,
our minds are geared positive so we are all looking for
better things next year no matter which sport we like.
My first fishing trip to Oklahoma public lakes took place
a few weeks ago. Ft. Gibson was the first stop. I fished
with a couple of local fisherman who said, “Should have
been here two weeks ago. Fishing was fantastic.” I’m
sure it was, but the passing of a front, the arrival of
another and water falling seven inches a day had killed
the bite.
Day two winds were kicking up as predicted. A few
fish were caught but nothing to brag about. I got to meet
some more cool fishermen.
Day three was to a different lake but same song, a
little more out of tune. Remember the front that crossed
the country causing wind damage and wildfires in midNovember? We were there. By late morning winds were
25-30 mph. A toad strangler rain came through at noon
along with 40-50 mph gusts. Not fun even when under a
covered marina dock.
The moral to the story? Falling water is tough;
wind is tough; drastic barometric highs and changes
are tough. Did I have fun? You bet I did. I got to see
specialized tactics, do interviews and shoot photos.
I made new friends. Fishing is about friends, being
outdoors and the challenge of catching. Icing on the
cake is active fish biting your jig or minnow.
Until next time, “Wooooohhh Pig, Soooie,
Razorbacks”.
Good Fishin’ & God Bless,
Tim
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Docks & Marinas

D
ocks & Marinas offer fishing
opportunities without the use of a boat. It’s

true that the past three decades have put most
fishermen into a position to afford a boat. Go
to the lake on a pretty spring day and you’ll
agree the number of boat fishermen have
grown. However, there are still opportunities
for no-boat fishermen.
Kevin and Charlie Rogers from Missouri
are known as high speed, run and gun
fishermen so it will surprise those who know
them that their roots stem back to fishing from

docks.
“It’s one way I learned to fish,” says Charlie.
“With our boat and equipment we don’t do it
now but it’s still a good way to fish. It’s a slower
paced fishing while moving from stall to stall at
a dock.”
Kevin says, “A lot of people don’t have
an interest in owning and having to upkeep
a boat. There are many expenses and much
time involved even with a smaller boat. In my
home state of Missouri, and I’m sure in many
other states, there are great fishing docks and
good crappie fishermen who fish from them.
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Docks & Marinas
Charlie Rogers believes in good plastics for catching crappie.
He started early morning with larger jigs while fish were
aggressive (Bobby Garland Minnow Mind’R shown here)
but when the bite slowed down he switched to a 1/32-ounce
head and a shortened Scent Wiggl’R.
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Docks & Marinas
thing I look for is cover,” says Charlie. “Some
of the best cover is hanging down suspended
from ropes or cables. Pay close attention to
cables along the edges and in corners of
stalls. Also look for cables in the middle of
the walkway boards…meaning the cover
is suspended directly under the walkway.
Some cables may be obvious while others
will be harder to locate.”
Equipment
“Fishing from a dock is complete
opposite of what we do when fishing from
a boat,” says Kevin. “Today on the dock we
are using 4.5 and 5-foot rods so when we set
the hook we won’t tear up the rod tip on the
roof or a support. Spinning rods are best to
handle the light line and get the jigs back into
the tight areas.”
Jigs need to stay in the strike zone
when flipping. Also, smaller baits are more
enticing around a dock where fish see a lot of
baits during their lifetime. Downsizing helps,
especially when fishing pressured fish. Baits
1/24-, 1/32- and 1/64-ounce are common
offerings. The Rogers’ prefer using a larger
jig when fish are aggressive. But, most of the
time from a dock they say the best bet is a
small jig like a shortened Scent Wiggl’R on a
1/32 head.
“We are a believer in Bobby Garland
Kevin Rogers says, “I’m not good fishing
plastics
and have been on their pro staff for
from docks because I’m to impatient and
years,” says Charlie. “Their baits are very
want to be on the move. However, it’s great
good with their Slab Slay’R being a great bait
for those wanting a laid-back way of fishing
for our jigging. We would have on the new
without the worry of a boat. Crappie can
1-inch model Slab Slay’R on here on the dock
definitely be caught from a dock.”
if we had some in the right colors. I know it
would work here today with the finicky bites.”
I know dad learned much of his fishing from
Line size is water color dependent with
a dock and I fished from them when I was 2- or 4-pound test usually recommended.
young.”
The light line is not only good for line-shy fish
but also for handling the lightweight jigs.
The Right Dock
The keys in the winter include deep Presentation
water and cover. Fish may move up in the
Crappie around docks usually prefer a
water column or get shallow on occasion but bait that is slowly falling or still. Active fish will
usually they will be in the deep water. Any attack anything, but sluggish or shy crappie
dock with a drop or ledge of some type can want a subtle presentation.
be a gold mine.
“We use a lift action by using our fingers
“When fishing a dock the number one to raise the jig slowly,” says Kevin. “It’s exactly
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like we do from a boat. We learned it years
ago when fishing from docks bringing the jig
up through the brush. The slow lift seems to
be appealing to any crappie.”
Kevin believes dock crappie are
just like crappie on other structures. Early
morning and late evening is best, or at night
from a dock. During the day the fish will use
the shade but may become shy with all the
action around the dock. They will still eat but
are cautious.”
Charlie says he wants his jig in brush.
“A good presentation is a good presentation
whether you are out on the lake or on a dock.
You need to pay attention and put it where
the crappie are located.”
Quiet isn’t a big deal with Charlie. “No,
I don’t think it bothers the fish. I’ve dropped
the lids in the boats and stomped around but
if they are going to bite they are going to bite.
There might be people and golf carts running
on a big marina dock but I don’t believe that
bothers the fish.”
Final Dock Talk
“Winter is prime time for fishing docks,”
says Kevin. “The disadvantage of dock fishing
is you can’t go to different places on the lake.
So, you have to fish every inch of the dock
and then re-fish it. Some people enjoy the
relaxed atmosphere while most of us have
learned to be on the move in a boat. There’s
nothing wrong with either type of fishing.”
Charlie says, “I started by fishing docks
using a 1/100-ounce jig and my line was
nylon sewing thread, about 1-pound test.
Now Kevin and I use 3/8- and 1/4-ounce jigs
on 15-pound braid when fishing in the boat.
Things have changed but dock fishing is still
an option. If the wind is blowing 30 mph it’s a
good place to go. I’ve met a lot of nice people
on docks throughout the years.”

Charlie Rogers pulls a crappie from a corner
of a boat slip but more importantly, brush
is suspended from a cable in the corner
causing the crappie to be holding there.

Factors
Docks are not much different than
fishing other structures or covers. Fishing
from a dock is an advantage in strong winds.
Water depths, bottom contours, cold fronts,
bad water color and fishing pressure are
similar factors that can influence dock crappie
the same as open water crappie.
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- Tim Huffman

Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #108

Jigheads

Jigheads come in different weights for a good reason. A 1/16-ounce is a
good all-around size because it has a slow fall yet enough weight to work when
water is still or has a little current and in light wind conditions.
A lighter 1/32-ounce is good for calm days, in shallow water, when crappie will
only take a slow fall and to stay in the strike zone a long time when casting or
shooting docks.
A 1/8 or heavier jig may be required to get down to deep water or in windy
conditions. It can also be cast a long distance but requires a moderate speed
retrieve to keep it up in the water.

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line

www.mrcrappie.com

s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle
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Crappie Q&A
use is to add ice to the bait’s holding water.
But don’t just shake a bunch of cubes into a
cooler. Instead the Sipes take a five-pound
bag and place the bag, plastic and all, into the
water. This, they say, ensures a slow, steady
drop
water
temperature
keep
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usu ally be on t h e c h a n n e l l e d g e s su sp e n d e d u p in th e wa te r.
Chris t m a s ? “ I ’ v e g o t e v e r y fish in g to y I n e e d , so I wo u ld ch oose to
go f is hing wi t h m y k i d s C h r i s tm a s a fte r n o o n .”
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W
ho says that going miniscule is the
only way to catch crappie through the
ice?

Downsize. That always seems
to be the call to crappie fishermen for
working through the ice, and crappie
specialists commonly use 1/100-ounce
jigs, 1- or 2-pound test and ultralight ice
rods equipped with spring bobbers.
Not Doug Sikora.
An Indiana crappie tournament
fisherman and year-round angler who
chases everything that swims, Sikora
rarely messes with ultra finesse. In fact,
Sikora’s jigs and plastics he typically
uses for ice fishing aren’t officially ice
lures. They are the same baits he jigs
and casts for open water crappie, and
most are around 2 1/2 inches long.
For Sikora, who fishes primarily in
reservoirs when he ice-fishes near home,
it’s partly a matter of matching the hatch.

And just like he does when
he fishes from his boat, Sikora
typically catches a lot of crappie
with his big approach.
“Reservoir crappie mostly eat shad,” he
explained, “and there are no little shad
during the winter, so a really tiny bait
doesn’t even look natural to the fish.”
That’s not his only reason, though.
Sikora doesn’t believe that it generally
makes sense to downsize during the
winter because fish feed less frequently
and therefore want more bang for their
buck. Of course, for summer, winter or
any time in between, Sikora also favors
baits on the large end of the spectrum
simply because he wants to catch bigger
crappie.
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by Jeff Samsel

Doug Sikora likes to be on the ice before it gets
light in the morning and/or stay until after dark
in the afternoon because the best crappie bites
often occur at first and last light.
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Beyond
the
unique fish attracting
advantages
that
Sikora points toward,
heavier
jigheads
are simply easier to
manage with vertical
presentations
than
traditional ice jigs,
especially if the wind is
blowing. A little added
weight
allows
for
better depth control of
offerings, better feel
of baits and control of
presentations.
Most importantly,
Sikora has learned
that his open-water
baits produce fish
during the winter, and
he can use the same
color selections and
presentations that he
already knows well
and uses to catch fish.
“I think people make ice fishing too
complicated with all the specialized gear
and techniques, and that keeps a lot of
people from going,” Sikora said. “I don’t
fish much differently than I would from
the boat.”
Sikora’s home ice season is fairly short.
He admitted that if he lived in Minnesota,
he might experiment with more specialized
ice techniques. As is, his regular crappie
lures and only a handful accessories do
the job well.
Sikora’s Selection
Specifically, Sikora likes a Bobby
Garland Scent Wiggl’R, Baby Shad
Swim’R and Stroll’R. He fishes all on 1/8 or
3/16-ounce Mo’Glo Jigheads. The Scent
Wiggl’R has a big body profile but tapers
down and has a subtle wavering action.
The Swim’R has a tiny paddle at the tip of
a pointed tail, so it shimmies with every
movement of the rod. The Stroll’R offers
a more punctuated swimming action and
shakes with every lift and drop. Sikora

A black and white crappie double fell to
Bobby Garland Scent Wiggl’R jigs.
experiments and lets the fish dictate their
preferences any given day.
Sikora
similarly
leaves
color
determinations to the fish. If he is fishing
with a friend or two, everyone tries to
start with a different color. With or without
company, he switches colors from time to
time to time and pays attention to which
colors draw strikes. His normal selection
includes both translucent shad imitations
and bold, bright, opaque color patterns.
Along with using big baits that are
highly visible, Sikora adds attraction by
coating baits with Bobby Garland Mo’Glo
Slab Jam. The Slab Jam is a thick, gooey
gel that can be loaded into an opening or
used to coat a bait. As the name suggests,
it glows in the dark and really lights up an
offering in low-light conditions or stained
water. As importantly, it adds a strong
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fish-attracting scent.
Sikora uses a fairly long ice rod
because it allows him to fish aggressively,
drilling several holes, moving from hole
to hole and standing or kneeling instead
of getting settled. He doesn’t like to use
too light a rod or go super tiny with his
line because while crappie are his target
species, he likes to catch everything,
and he commonly encounters white bass,
largemouths and various other species
while he is crappie fishing.
Basic Approach
Sikora walks onto lakes near home
and travels light so he can walk farther

Ice Crappie NOW
Sikora’s home waters in
Indiana don’t get good ice during
December. His hard-window
typically is fairly short and happens
after the new year. If you want to
fish through the ice this month,
you have to go way north to places
like Minnesota and North Dakota
or into the mountains, and many
mountain lakes that freeze first
are better suited for trout fishing
than crappie fishing. Check
reports, though, and you can
find somewhere to chase crappie
through the ice this month.
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Beyond fishing with big baits, you can make
a big impression with Mo’Glo Slab Jam,
which adds scent and glows in the dark.
from access points and easily move to
new areas. He has found that just 10
or 15 minutes of walking can get him to
areas that receive far less pressure than
similar spots that are closer to popular
access points. His typical gear includes
a hand auger, which he carries over
his shoulder, a bucket that contains his
flasher, a couple of rods, a skimmer, and
a few little tackle boxes or packets. Add
safety picks around his neck and a few
odds accessories in pockets, and he is
fully equipped to fish.
When crappie are his primary
targets, Sikora focuses on the ends
of points, the mouths of coves and the
edges of flats – all places where that
offer relatively shallow structure that

December 2015
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drops into deeper water. He drills several
holes at a range of depths upon arrival
and works them methodically to find active
fish. Sometimes he “peeks” into several
holes with his flasher before he ever drops
a line just to get an idea of the depths that
are holding the most fish.
Sikora ice fishes whenever he can,
and sometimes other aspects of life dictate
fishing times. When possible, though, he
gets on the ice well before daylight and
has his holed drilled and has started
fishing by the time it starts to get light.
For afternoon outings, he almost always
stays on the ice until it is completely dark
because the best afternoon crappie bite
often occurs just as it is getting dark. For
morning outings, Sikora normally finds the
best early success in his shallowest holes
and then follows the fish down the slope
as the sun climbs in the sky. The opposite
is true in the afternoon.
Once Sikora starts fishing, he could
just a well be jigging from his boat. He
drops the same bait and works them with
the same range of presentations. And just
like he does when he fishes from his boat,
Sikora typically catches a lot of crappie
with his big approach.
Small Option
Although Sikora mostly fishes with
baits that are big by ice crappie standards,
if the fish won’t quite commit or they are
hitting and missing, he’s willing to believe
them that they want something different.
When Sikora wants to mix things up by
down-sizing, his crappie bait of choice is a
Bobby Garland Itty Bit Swim’R, which, as
the name suggests, is simply a miniature
version of one of the lures that Sikora likes
best for open water and hard water alike.
Products Mentioned
Bobbly Garland – bobbygarlandcrappie.com
- By Jeff Samsel
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Study Paints Portrait of the Occasional Angler

Study Paints Portrait of the 				
Occasional Angler
Y
oung anglers, female anglers and fishermen in urban areas are most
likely to go years without fishing regardless of where in the country they live, a

follow-up report commissioned by Southwick Association (ASA) has revealed.
The report, developed from a study on angler churn rates performed by Southwick
Associates, does however highlight some regional differences in today’s anglers.
>Fishing participation is growing in roughly one-third of all states. Between
2004 and 2013, 17 states saw angler numbers climb, while the rest experienced
declines or remained steady.
>More people travel to the West to fish, with 29 percent of non-resident
angling licenses sold.
>Anglers in the Northeast and Midwest are more likely to remain active,
with more than 20 percent of anglers buying a license 5 out of 5 years.
>Regionally, the rate of not renewing fishing licenses is highest in the
Southeast (53%) and lowest in the Midwest (28%). “We know the primary reasons
why people fish is to have fun with friends and family in an outdoor setting.” Rob
Southwick, Southwick Associates’ president said, “This latest research shows
that, with some regional differences, younger anglers, women and urbanites
are more likely to find other ways to achieve these benefits besides fishing. If
fishing participation is to grow, we need to ensure fishing provides these benefits
conveniently and competitively.”
By identifying those groups most apt to sit out of fishing for a year or more,
the opportunity exists to craft programs to get them re-engaged with fishing and/
or improve their fishing experiences.
Mike Nussman, president and CEO of the American Sportfishing Association
noted that after buying a license one year, approximately 15 million people, almost
half of all anglers, do not buy one the following year. He says it’s important to
improve access, fishing quality and convenience in order to entice more anglers
to buy a license every year.
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By Brad Wiegmann

A
nyone but a crappie
angler would think being up a

creek in a negative way. However,
as fall turns to winter and water
temperatures drop crappie will
migrate into creeks to feed on
baitfish. Of course, how far and
where you go fishing up the
creek will determine the number
of crappie you will catch.
One professional crappie
angler
that’s
been
caught
fishing up a creek on numerous
occasions during the cold months
is Wally Marshall. Marshall will
even admit going up a creek
can be a good thing. “Once the
water temperatures drop below
50 degrees, Crappie will get
stacked up in the back end of
creeks. It all starts in the fall
as the first schools of baitfish
migrate into creeks as water
temperatures begin cooling off,
but gets better once the water
temperature gets cold,” said
Marshall.
Once the baitfish have
moved into the creek it’s up
to the angler to find where at
in the creek. “Up a creek has a
negative connotation to it, but
not as long as you know what
to look for when crappie fishing.
Anglers should approach fishing
up a creek by starting in the
mouth and fishing towards the back.
Somewhere between the mouth and
back, an angler is going to find where
the crappie are feeding on baitfish,” said
Marshall.

By creeks, Marshall is referring to
a watershed feeder creek. The creek
doesn’t have to have current or flowing
water to fish it, however, all of them will
have a channel running through it. It’s
common for a channel to swing from
one stream bank to the other as it flows
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Up a Creek
toward the main body of water.
Channel swings are like crappie
magnets during the winter as baitfish will
often congregate near or on them. “Key
areas to fish in creeks are where the
creek channel swings against the bank
and there is some kind of cover there.
My favorite is lay downs, log jams, stick
ups or any cover that runs out from the
shoreline into the deeper creek channel,”
said Marshall.
Amazingly, even the smallest stick
up or log can attract a school of crappie.
Any kind of brush in the water near the
channel is another area anglers should
fish. Deep holes in the creek will also
draw crappie especially as the water
temperatures drop.
Normally, Marshall will fish in the
areas where the water clarity is murky
or stained. “In the fall most creeks
are clearing up with little to no rainfall

Once the water starts staying at
around 50 degrees fishing up in the
creeks starts getting good.
throughout the summer months. I prefer
not to fish in creeks where the water
clarity is crystal clear and will drive to
the area of the reservoir where there
is more color in the water to fish where
the water is ten foot or less deep,” said
Marshall.
Bait fish are the other key to where
crappie will be located up a creek.
Threadfin and gizzard shad are main
sources of prey for crappie in most
reservoirs. Although closely related,
gizzard shad will grow to a much larger
size making adult gizzards impossible
for crappie to eat.
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Up a Creek
Threadfin and gizzard shad are
planktivores feeding on microscopic,
free-floating plants or animals utilizing
their closely spaced out gill rakers.
Threadfin shad typically feed on
phytoplankton and zooplankton feeding
near the water surface. Shad tend to
school in large groups during the day
feeding on free-floating plankton then
scatter at night.
It’s important to note threadfin shad
are intolerant of cold water temperatures
and die off once temperatures begin
dropping below 50 degrees. “Once
the water starts staying at around 50
degrees fishing up in the creeks starts
getting good. I like to start fishing in the
back of a creek where there are no more
shad showing up on my sonar unit or can
visually see and fish my way towards
the mouth of the creek.” said Marshall.

2016 Crappie USA Classic
Kentucky Barkley Lakes, Paris, TN
October 28 & 29, 2016

Hosted by Henry County Alliance
visit: www.RetireParis.com

2016
Schedule of Events
Lake Cumberland, KY
Cresnt/Dead Lakes, FL
Cresnt/Dead Lakes, FL
Lake Talquin, FL
Lake Logan Martin, AL
Clarks Hill Lake, GA
Weiss Lake, AL
Lake of Egypt, IL
Old Hickory Lake, TN
Cherokee Lake, TN
Lake Cumberland, KY
Grand Lk St. Marys, OH
Cave Run, KY
Green River Lake, KY
Patoka Lake, IN
Mississinewa Lake, IN
Lake Shelbyville, IL

10/30-31/15 Fall
11/28/15 Fall
Tentative TBA 2016
01/28-29/16
02/27/16
Tentative TBA 2016
03/11-12/16
03/18-19/16
03/25-26/16
04/02/16
04/08-09/16
04/15-16/16
04/23/16
04/29-30/16
05/14/16
TBA
TBA

Crappie USA
125 Ruth Ave.
Benton, KY 42025
270-395-4204

www.crappieusa.com
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Up a Creek
Marshall utilizes a one pole
technique to catch crappie in the creeks.
“Because I’m fishing in heavy cover
in the creeks, I like to use the 10 foot
Wally Marshall Signature Series Crappie
Rod rigged up with the Wally Marshall
Signature Series 75 spinning reel. In the
thickest cover, I will use a shorter 9 foot
rod because it’s easier to maneuver.
This rod also has a fast tip, but lots of
backbone so you can see the lightest
bites and still have the power to pull the
crappie out of cover,” said Marshall.
He also relies on Mr. Crappie
Monofilament line on his reels when
fishing in the heavy cover. “I use the
8 pound HiVis monofilament line with
a small diameter, low memory and an
abrasion resistant formula to get the
crappie out of the cover before it can get
off,” said Marshall.

His technique is to simply dip or
pitch a single lure in to the heavy cover. If
it’s a small lay down or stickup, Marshall
will cast past the target and work the
lure past it. On log jams, Marshall starts
on the outside branches and works his
way deeper into the thick part picking it
apart piece by piece.
Lure wise Marshall keeps it simple
using a pitch style lure and jig head. “I
like to use a 1/8-ounce Sausage Head
with a Joker or Crappie Thunder rigged
on it. Colors like Hot Chicken.com, Blue/
White or Black/Chartreuse are best
since I’m normally fishing in off colored
or stained water,” said Marshall.
Rigged and ready to go up a creek,
anglers often overlook where the crappie
are when fishing. “I can’t overly express
how important it is to slow down when
fishing in a creek during this period. In
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Up a Creek
fact, the number one thing anglers do
wrong is moving too fast and overlooking
cover on your electronics,” said Marshall.
Not surprisingly, Marshall will graph
the creek before fishing it scanning for
fish, cover and bait fish. “Anglers without
any confidence in their sonar units will
often move way too fast, but I’m going
to move slow and if I see fish, cover
or baitfish, I’m going to throw a marker
buoy out and fish it,” said Marshall.
It’s not just anglers in boats that
should target creeks when crappie
fishing during this period. Usually the
lake or river level will be low making
it easy to walk the bank and fish from
shore. “I would use a float to keep my
lure in the strike zone if I was fishing a
creek. It would be set in the 5- to 8-foot
deep range then move it up or down
depending on where I get the strikes,”
said Marshall.
Next time out you might try fishing
up a creek for crappie. It’s really not as
bad as it sounds if you are an angler. In
fact, it’s probably going to be the best
place to catch a limit of crappie.
- By Brad Wiegmann
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #109

Cold Fishing Tips

Scattered through CrappieNow this issue are great tips for fishing cold
weather. Tips and articles both have several basic items that are similar whether
fishing a dock, open water or under the ice. One factor is to find a ledge. The
depth depends upon the water being fished, but 18 to 22 feet is mentioned often.
Under the ice it’s often shallower. Another factor is baitfish. Winter crappie are
sluggish due to cold water but they do have to eat. So finding baitfish near a drop
and/or cover at the right depth will likely lead to active crappie. A special bait
or action can be good, but getting the ledge-baitfish basic right will make other
tweaks more productive. -TH
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By Vic Attardo

Put on your mukluks. Hitch your dog
team to the sled. Then cover your head with

the ugliest fur-lined hat with ear flaps you can
find because this is a destination story and
we’re going for a long, frozen ride.
Any of you who can’t take the chill — if
you cringe when the thermometer goes below
40 — better get off now, or buy yourself more
UnderArmor.
We’re going North my fellow crappie
anglers. North to where the land is white and
the water grows hard and slippy. This is no
place for a boat, but you can jump on my
snowmobile, ride the ATV if the white cake is
thin, or if you’re dog enough, just pull the sled
yourself.
Also leave those 14-foot B’n’M poles
behind (love them as I may), this is the time
for 18-inch rods. Yes, I said inches. It’s also
the time, and these are the places, for rods
with only three or four guides down from the
handle, not a dozen on a long buggy whip.
Indeed with the short, feather-weight jigging
sticks we’ll be using, you can’t even swat a fly.
I’ve tried.
In my time on this Earth I’ve ice fished
in some pretty strange places for some pretty
strange fish. In Greenland I actually ice fished
for Greenland sharks; around the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, I ice fished for pike the size of an
unfriendly Florida gator and in the granite
realm of northeastern Maine I frozen fished for
landlocked salmon and whitefish on a lake so
large the horizon was its shores.
But those trips weren’t for crappie.
For cold crappie I’ve also ice fished in
some pretty strange places, places that a lot
of other ice anglers haven’t gone — and may
never thought of going — but I’ve done it. And
if you can imagine yourself on the ice catching
13, 14 and 15-inch crappie, then you should it
give a go yourself.
Historically Unusual
For instance I bet you’ve heard of the

Erie Canal. You know the song, “Low bridge,
coming to a crossing ….. da, da, da, on the
Erie Canal.”
In the Northeast, through New York, the
Erie Canal tied our emerging industrial country
into a commercial powerhouse. Today major
portions of the Erie Canal still exist much as
they were but they’re used more for recreation
than as a commercial venture. The canal’s
locks have been rebuilt and on a summer’s
day boats of all sizes ply the Erie’s narrow
waters.
I’m pretty sure that when the canal first
opened in 1825 the last thing its makers
thought it would be used for was ice fishing
— and ice fishing for crappie at that. Ah, but
there’s that Law of Unintended Consequences
for you.
New York guide John Wainwright of the
White Dog Trail Company (JwainwrightF@
aol.com; 315-894-5834) knows the Erie Canal
like an old-time bargeman and he has twice
taken me to its frozen waters where crappie
thrive. It’s the Erie’s locks, he notes, away
from the conjoined Mohawk River that make
ice fishing possible.
When the locks are closed, such as Lock
Number 18 at Jacksonburg near Utica, the
canal fills up, becomes still and in cold years
freezes solid. There are a lot of cold years in
upstate New York.
When we drilled into the Erie we had over
12 inches of ice. And we had crappie.
The whites struck in about seven-feet
of water across what is the canal’s general
shape, a fast sloping U. However, with its rock
walls and aging construction, the canal has
succumbed to mud bars and slides. I’ve found
that it pays to work off the deep edges of these
On the frozen Erie Canal, near Utica, you
can order a pizza from a nearby pizza shop
– they will deliver. This one showed up with
a slice of bluegill.
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The Oddest Places You’ll Ever Ice Fish for Crappie
impromptu structures.
The first time I was out on the canal it was a
darn cold day and Wainwright and I scrambled
down a steep riprap wall – coated with dead
zebra mussels -- near the Mohawk-Herkimer
gate and onto the ice. The canal there is some
30 yards wide from riprap to smooth shore,
the width depending on how high the water, or
the ice, is.
My jitters were immediately calmed as
looking towards Jacksonburg I saw other
ice fishermen, and ice fisherwomen and ice
fishing kids. Indeed besides a scattering of
the typical slovenly dudes you’d expect to see
bundled like walrus, there were also women
and children all tending to the canal’s frozen
divots. One extended family had established
a tent, tables and an American flag smack in
the middle of the frozen Canal.
It was then I learned the secrets of the canal’s
crappie, lessons I have applied on subsequent

trips.
More Unusual Weirdness
Leave it to Vermont guide Jamie Vladyka
of Fish Hounds Outdoors (www.fishhounds.
net; 802-774-8042) to lead me to two of
the strangest places I’ve ever ice fished for
crappie. Both of them were rivers, or at least
parts of rivers.
If you want to test your nerves and mental
stability, consider ice fishing on what would be
flowing water during the unfrozen months.
Such was the case with both the Connecticut
River and the Hudson River.
But before you get the impression that
Vladyka is willing to put his clients at risk for
the achievement of catching crappie, I have to
reveal that both locations were backwaters, or
at least somewhat off the main flow.
On the Connecticut River, Vladyka called
it a “setback” and indeed the main river was a

The Erie Canal was a prominent achievement in the early story of America. No wonder that
catching crappie on its historic waters makes one feel patriotic.
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The Oddest Places You’ll Ever Ice Fish for Crappie
Along confined stretches of the Hudson
River, complete with docks that stretch
out from shore, Jamie Vladyka finds some
excellent crappie under the ice.
hundred yards away. Seeing some ice on the
river proper I tried to get Vladyka to take me
out there but he politely refused.
The setback had a narrow inlet/outlet
that controlled the water level in the section’s
20-acres. When a large upriver dam on the
main river is opened, water seeps into the
setback. Except for a narrow and undefinable
channel, the area holds only shallow water, 12
feet deep at the most.
Even under the ice, green weeds were still
present but you had to search for them. They
were scattered. And as you might expect, the
crappie were usually scattered in the weeds.
One time when Vladyka and I fished the
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The Oddest Places You’ll Ever Ice Fish for Crappie
setback near Springfield (the Simpson’s movie
debuted there), we had just drilled our divots
when a veracious snow squall struck. A high
cliff wall offered some protection but even so,
we were better off in our Clam tents. Despite
the storm, the crappie still hit.
Another time, on the Connecticut we
enjoyed beautiful but frigid weather and still
the crappie struck.
According to Vladyka, there are about
eight ice-favorable setbacks between Wilder
and Vernon, Vermont, a distance of some 75
miles. In that stretch, he regularly fishes six of
these between six dams. This is the part of the
river which roughly occupies the bottom third
of Vermont and is joined with New Hampshire.
In size and practicality, CT River setbacks
range from five to 25 acres and no two are
structurally alike. Some have a single outlet
and the flow changes direction according to the
current of the river; others are fed and drained
by what can be described as independent toand-fro channels, basically setback islands in
the stream.
Whatever the construction, frozen crappie
fishing on the Connecticut River setback is
phenomenal.
More Historic Irony
It seems that Vladyka doesn’t tire taking
me to unusual and strange places to ice fish.
Frankly I find it kind of mind expanding.
Last year after we performed some
sedate ice fishing in some sedate places,
he announced we were going to the Hudson
River. Yep, another river.
Along the drive down the west side of
eastern New York I imagined that Vladyka
had finally found a spot to dump my body and
that this was my last day ice fishing on God’s
frozen earth. As we went I spotted the river at
a distance and didn’t see any ice. But when
we got to where the Hudson Canal intertwines
with the river, I saw white. Vladyka never
mentioned a canal.
He eventually led me to the bottom of
the last lock on the Hudson Canal above
Schenectady. From this vantage I could see
the unfrozen river and the city below, but here
at the lock the water was at most, sixty yards

across and frozen fast. We then climbed down
a canal slope and a wall ladder and pulled our
equipment out to the center. I have to admit
my first steps were performed with trepidation.
Then we started catching crappie.
Once again there were weeds and a

We climbed down a canal slope,
a wall ladder and pulled our
equipment out to the center.
hump in the canal bottom and the crappie
were in the weeds and along the hump. Of
all the places Vladyka had taken me to, these
fish were the most beautiful black crappie we
ever encountered ice fishing. We marveled at
them.
But my day still wasn’t finished, and
certainly not finished in terms of ice fishing
strange places.
When the bite slowed (and I say that only
quantitatively) Vladyka had another location
in mind, this one on the Hudson River itself.
We drove back north and eventually came to
a marina. The marina contained a mess of
old boats and sat on an inward curve of the
mighty H.
Looking out I saw frozen water but I
also saw wobbly docks suspended on the ice
and open water at one end of the curve. If I’d
owned horse blinders, I might have donned
them for the next thing I knew we were pulling
our sleds over a rocky jetty and out across
pressure cracks that gave me the heebiejeebies. But when you’re with Vladkya you
sort of go with the frozen flow and soon we
were again working the white for crappie. And
catching. The Hudson River Canal and the
Hudson River itself turned into a powerhouse
destination.
You might say after reading this, that,
“Oh-no, not me, I’m never going ice fishing for
crappie. And I’m certainly not going with those
guys: they’re crazy.”
Well, don’t worry about it. It takes a
certain craziness to go out on the ice and fish
for crappie. And I don’t mind the label because
I know how much fun I’ve had being this loony.
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- By Vic Attardo

HOW TO?

BnM How To with Kent Driscoll

BnM_HPageCNOW2015_Layout 1 11/10/14 2:39 PM Page 1

Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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HOW TO?

By Ron Presley

R
ods,
major pieces

reels and other
of equipment are
a given, but what about those
other necessities of crappie
fishing? Where do you store
them?
Marker
buoys,
jigs,
swivels, hooks and more need
to be conveniently located to
maximize
fishing
efficiency.
Aluminum boats are made better
than ever, but there never seems
to be enough storage where you
need it.
B’n’M
prostaffer
Kent
Driscoll has accessorized his War
Eagle aluminum boat to protect
his smaller but necessary tools
while at the same time making
them accessible. One accessory
is a buoy marker.
“I use a custom buoy marker
holder,” said Driscoll. “I locate
the holder right beside my front
seat so it is at my fingertips.
When the brush pile or structure
I want to mark shows up on the
A measuring device mounted
beside the livewell provides a
convenient tool to be sure your
crappies are legal before going into
the well.
sonar, I simple pick up a buoy
and deploy it. Instead of being randomly
scattered around the boat, the markers
are always easily accessible.”
Being legal is an important
responsibility of any crappie angler.

Different bodies of water have different
length requirements and anglers need
to be ready to make a length check
before throwing the fish in a live well or
in the cooler.
Driscoll uses a KD Custom Golden
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Save Time With Accessibility
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Save Time With Accessibility

An inexpensive foam tube strapped to a
rod holder will keep hooks and jigs ready
for battle. This one from KD Customs is
attached with wire ties.
Rule crappie checker to make certain
his fish is legal. “I screw it down next
to the livewell,” explains Driscoll. “That
placement reduces fumbling around
looking for a crappie length checker. If
the fish is legal it goes right into the
adjacent livewell.”
Metal
tools
like
pliers
and
hemostats will stay secure on magnetic
holders. “I use a magnetic tool holder
by Rapala,” said Driscoll. “I also mount
it right by the front seats so I can reach
them easily. The magnet keeps the stuff
from bouncing out in rough water and
saves the time and trouble of getting
out of your chair and risk missing a bite
and losing a fish while you are looking
for tools.”
One
of
Driscoll’s
simplest
accessories is a piece of foam pipe
insulation zip tied to a Driftmaster Rod
Holder. “I place a KD Custom bait holder

on the upright of my #1 rod holder,”
explains Driscoll. This simple add-on
allows me to put all my extra jigs and
hooks right at my fingertips. It’s not
only convenient, it saves me the time
of digging in my tackle box for the jigs
I need.”
One of Driscoll’s most used and
most efficient tools is built into his War
Eagle 861 Predator. The secret is in the
placement. “The War Eagle custom net
holder is located right behind the front
seats on the step,” said Driscoll. “With
a 12-foot net the holder will reduce your
net to fish contact time by 50 percent
vs. a net laying down in the boat.”
TackleWebs is a creative storage
solution for just about any small item.
The company makes a convenient,
stretchy net add-on accessory that
comes in several different sizes.
They can be screwed down, bungeed
or attached with wire ties to various
locations in the boat. Some versions
come with a peel-and-stick installation
for placing on hatch and/or cooler lids.
The stretch in the material allows almost
any configuration of tackle, drinks, sun
protection or maybe mosquito repellant
to be stored safely and convenient to
the angler.
Crappie pro Dan Dannenmueller
is a relentless user of TackleWebs.
“I store tools, maps, marker buoys,
phones, small cameras, packs of baits,
scents, juice and hand warmers,” said
Crappie Dan. “You name it and I store
it in my TackleWebs.”
Dannenmueller uses all sizes and
configurations on his boat. “I’ve got
them mounted on hatch lids, along the
side of the boat, and under the seats.
It is all about convenience and having
what you need where you want it.”
It doesn’t stop at the boat with
Dannenmueller. “I also use them in the
truck cabin and in the cargo area. They
are excellent for keeping the small stuff
corralled. Best of all, they are easy to
mount and use.”
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Save Time With Accessibility
Brad Taylor is another angler that
has accessorized his boat to his own
liking. He depends on plastic tackle
boxes for storing his smaller tackle,
but with a creative twist of his own. “I
always use Plano Waterproof Boxes,”
says Taylor. “They have plenty of
storage and keep everything dry. Just
to be sure I save those little silicone
packets that come in things we buy.
I just toss them in each of my tackle
boxes. They help dry any moisture if
any does gets in there.”
The B’n’M pro emphasizes keeping
things dry and visible. “I always buy
clear boxes,” explains Taylor. “I use
an awesome waterproof dry bag from
Bass Pro Shops. They make it in three
different sizes. I like to organize my
stuff, label it and pack it in the built-in
storage on my boat. War Eagle boats
make some great dry storage boxes for
their boats and they work.”
Taylor is a dedicated live bait
angler and wants his minnows lively. “I
use a pure oxygen setup. It consists of
a 20-pound oxygen cylinder, pediatric
regulator, a fine pore stone. This system
keeps minnows very active compared to
pumped air. When I put my minnow on
my hook I can notice a vast difference
in the liveliness. Lively minnows are
certainly an advantage.”
That cylinder is heavy and could
be dangerous if bouncing around in
the boat. To secure the oxygen bottle
anglers can fabricate a do-it-yourself

Driscoll’s War Eagle has a vertical net
holder mounted on the step up for easy
access when needed. Net to fish time is
reduced significantly with this setup.
bracket, buy a commercial bracket or
use a fire extinguisher bracket to mount
the bottle.
Experts advise anglers to never
mount the oxygen bottle in an enclosed
area because it can be a fire hazard.
Driscoll mounts his on the floor of his
War Eagle and runs a line to the livewell.
“My unit pumps oxygen into the rear
livewell keeping tournament fish alive.
It is mounted so I can see the oxygen
levels in the tank and the amount of
oxygen being run into livewell.”
This article has touched on a few
of the many valuable storage ideas
available to crappie anglers, but the list
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Save Time With Accessibility

“This system keeps
minnows very active
compared to pumped air.”
is far from exhaustive. Crappie anglers
are very good at identifying problems
and providing creative solutions. In fact,
given that creative nature of anglers in
general and crappie anglers specifically,
many more effective storage solutions
are sure to surface in the future.

Oxygen bottles are a valuable tool for
keeping bait and fish alive, but they can be
dangerous if not strapped down securely.
Expert info:
Kent Driscoll is sponsored by B’n’M
Poles, War Eagle Boats, Lowrance and
Driftmaster Rod Holders.
Brad Taylor is sponsored by B’n’M
Poles, War Eagle Boats, Driftmaster
Rod Holders, TTI Blakemore Road
Runners and Mid South Tackle.
Dan Dannenmueller is sponsored by
Bobby Garland, BnM Poles, Garmin,
Ranger Boats and others.
- By Ron Presley
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Blueberried Crappies & “Seasoned Greetings”!

T
his month we’re taking a little breakfast with our crappie entrée by using a
pancake mix. This mouthwatering recipe will lure everyone to the table. Instead of using
ordinary pancake mix, we’re going to fruit-it-up a little by using a blueberry mix.
Commercially sold blueberries, genus (Vaccinium), are usually from species that
naturally occur only in eastern and north-central North America. This genus is also
native to other parts of the world, including the southern United State.
Blueberries range in height from less than a foot tall to more than dozen feet tall. The
short or “low-bush” berries are generally called “wild.” Some of these short-bush berries
grow on the hills behind my house but I grow the high-bush in my orchard – saves
stooping over and is much easier on my old back. And I don’t have to climb hills for
these tasty berries.
Pancake Crappie
2 1/2 pounds crappie fillets, cut into 2-inch pieces
1 1/2 cups blueberry pancake mix
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
3/4 cup beer (non-alcoholic will work too)
1 egg
Canola oil
In a large bowl, combine pancake mix, sugar, salt, cayenne pepper, beer, and egg; mix
well. Heat 1 inch of oil in a large deep skillet over medium heat until hot but not smoking.
Dip fish pieces into batter, coating completely, then fry in oil 3 to 5 minutes per side, or
until coating is golden and fish flakes easily with a fork. Drain on a paper towel-lined
platter.
Lemon-Blueberry Sauce
Juice of 1 lemon (about 3 tablespoons)
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1½ cups frozen wild blueberries
3 tablespoons agave
Zest of half a lemon
1/8 teaspoon ground ginger
Dash of salt
Thyme, a few leaves fresh chopped (optional)
Place the lemon juice and cornstarch in a small bowl and whisk with a fork until well
combined. Place the wild blueberries, cornstarch mixture, agave, lemon zest, ginger,
salt, and thyme as desired in a small saucepan and stir well to combine. Place the
blueberry mixture over medium high heat and bring to a boil. Lower the heat and simmer,
stirring frequently, until thickened and heated through, about 5 minutes. Pour over your
fish and serve.
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Blueberried Crappies
Crappie Sandwiches
6 crappie fillets
2 cups of pancake flour
1 cup of corn flake crumbs
1/4 cup of yellow cornmeal
1 tablespoon of garlic salt
2 beaten eggs
Canola oil
Sandwich buns
Cheese Whiz (optional)
Onion, sliced (optional)
Place flour, crumbs, cornmeal, and garlic salt in a large Zip-lock bag, and shake to
ensure all of the ingredients are well mixed. Dip crappie filets in a couple of beaten eggs
and place the filets in the batter mixture. Give the bag a few shakes to coat the filets
and deep fry in hot vegetable oil. Serve the golden brown filets on sandwich buns. Add
Cheese Whiz and a slice of onion to the sandwich if desired.

“Seasoned Greetings”!

Tournament Results

Huffman Receives Award
T h e Ala b a m a Bla ck Be lt Re g i on/Eufaul a
Ala b a m a wa s th e site o f Southeastern
Ou td o o r Pr e ss Asso cia tio n (SE OPA ) i n
Octo b e r. SEOPA is a la r g e o rgani zati on
co n sistin g o f wr ite r s, p h o tographers,
vid e o g r a p h e r s, m e d ia sp e ci al i sts and
o th e r s in th e o u td o o r fie ld . Awards w ere
sp o n so r e d b y Ch e vr o le t.
		
Cr a p p ie No w e d ito r /se ni or w ri ter,
Tim Hu ffm a n , r e ce ive d a n a w ard i n the
Ele ctr o n ic Pu b lica tio n ca te gory for hi s
a r ticle , Cla ssic M a g ic- T h e P ol e, that
a p p e a r e d in th e M a r ch 2 0 15 i ssue of
Cr a p p ie No w.
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Tournament Results
							

MAGNOLIA

OCTOBER 24th GRENADA
1. Hugh Krutz/Steve Stevenson				
15.6
2. Terry Stewart/Larry Holmes				
14.76
3. Scott Steen/Sid Steen					
13.33
4. Brad Taylor/John Harrison					
13.26
5. Joe Lowery/Jay Carr					
13.23
BIG FISH		
1. Chaney Starnes/Glenn Frazier				
2.72
		
							
CRAPPIENUTZ
OCTOBER 24th WEST POINT LAKE
1. Robert Huff/Tommy Huff					
6.44
2. Scott Williams/Jacob Sapp				
5.79
3. Robert Sellers/Tommy Sellers		
BIG FISH		
1. Robert Huff/Tommy Huff					
1.46
		
							
CRAPPIE USA
OCTOBER 30th-31st LAKE CUMBERLAND
AMATEUR DIVISION		
1. Kris Mann/Terry Mann					
16.35
2. Marshall Stearns/Ray Stearns				
16.21
3. Travis Neal/Randy Neal					
15.39
4. Arnold Patterson/Kenny Patterson			
14.94
5. Anthony Carrier/Tresa Carrier				
13.98
		
Semi-Pro Division		
1. Adam Mobbs/Carlton Teague				
20.2
2. David Jones/Corey Thomas				
19.4
3. Ben Garland/Barry Turpen					
19
4. Randy J Pope/Steven Deitz				
18
5. Joseph Carter/Janette Carter				
17.98
		
BIG FISH		
1. Rodney Goforth/Jason Goforth				
2.3
2. Adam Mobbs/Carlton Teague				
2.15
		
						
CRAPPIE MASTERS
OCTOBER 30th-31st GRANADA LAKE
1. Brian Kelly/Brian Cleland					
2. Terry Stewart/Tonya Stewart				
3. Roger Womack/Katie Womack				
4. Michael Knowell/Paula Knowell				
5. Larry Holmes/Charlie Massey				
		

28.85
28.21
26.84
26.73
26.67
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Tournament Results
BIG FISH		
1. Vic Finkley/Kim Gray						
2.74
MALE/FEMALE		
1. Terry Stewart/Tonya Stewart					
28.21
ADULT/YOUTH		
1. William Gardner/Elijah Wooten					
1.24
		
			
							
EASTERN BUCKEYE
OCTOBER 31st SLABFEST
1. Chris/John								
2. Randy/Tim								
3. Jerry/Eric								
4. Mark/Jeff								
BIG FISH		
1. Chris/John		
		
							
CRAPPIENUTZ
NOVEMBER 7th BLACKSHEAR
1. Tommie Huff/Robbie Huff						
2. Scott Williams/Jacob Sapp					
3. Rodger Brown/Roger Milby					
BIG FISH		
1. Rodger Brown/Roger Milby					
		
							
CAROLINA

4.2
3.15
3lbs. 6.2
3.6

8.24
7.68
7.16
1.48

NOVEMBER 7th BADIN
1. Ashe/Motley								
9.13
2. Duke/Manus								
8.13
3. Quan/Grimm								
7.75
4. Sprouse/Wilson							
7.71
5. McGhee/Lundy							
7.55
BIG FISH		
1. Quann/Grimm								
1.63
2. Ashe/Motley								
1.62
		
							
WEST TENNESSEE
NOVEMBER 14th
MOUSETAIL STATE PARK RAMP
1. Jon Graves/Anthony Curtis					
2. Justin Swindle/Sarah Swindle					
BIG FISH		
1. Justin Swindle/Sarah Swindle					
2. Jon Graves/anthony Curtis					
		
							

7.17
6.74
1.57
1.56
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Tournament Results
							

WEST ALABAMA

NOVEMBER 14th
TOMBIGBEE RIVER
1. Jessie Wright/Nonna Wright				
7.75
2. Joel/Jonas							
7.71
3. Tracy Humber							
7.5
4. Larry Fulton							
6.39
5. Albert Humber							
5.67
		
							
BAYOU STATE
NOVEMBER 14th
LAKE D’ARBONNE
1. Larry LD Henry/Dalton Henry				
7.48
2. Lance Billberry/Jessica Billberry				
7.17
3. Wes Barmore/Mark Theodos				
5.24
BIG FISH		
1. Lance Billberry/Jessica Billberry				
1.91
2015 BSCA CHAMPIONSHIP FATHER AND SON		
LD Henry/Dalton Henry		

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To December
Fishing
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2015 - 2016 Crappie Calendar
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR

5th		
5th		
5th		
12th		
12th		
19th		
19th		
20th		
2nd		
9th		
16th		
16th		
16th		
16th		
16th		
22nd-23rd
23rd		
30th		
6th		
13th		
20th		
20th		
20th		
20th		
21th		
26th-27th
27th		
27th		
27th		
27th		
4th-5th
4th-5th
5th		
12th		
12th		
18th-19th
19th		
19th		
19th		
19th		
19th		
25th-26th
26th		
2nd		
9th		
9th		
9th		
9th		
16th		
16th		
16th		
23rd		
23rd		
23rd		
26th		

BAYOU STATE			
WEST ALABAMA			
CAROLINA-CCA			
WEST TENNESSEE		
MAGNOLIA				
EAST TENNESSE			
MIDDLE TENNESSEE		
WAPPAPELLO			
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CAROLINA-CCA			
CAT TEXAS				
BAYOU STATE			
EAST TENNESSE			
WAPPAPELLO			
MAGNOLIA				
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
MIDDLE TENNESSEE		
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CAROLINA-CCA			
BAYOU STATE			
MIDDLE TENNESSEE		
CAT TEXAS				
CRAPPIENUTZ			
EAST TENNESSE			
WAPPAPELLO			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
CRAPPIE USA			
WEST ALABAMA			
MAGNOLIA				
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CRAPIE USA			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
CAROLINA-CCA			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CAROLINA-CCA			
CAT TEXAS				
NORTHEAST 			
WAPPAPELLO			
WEST ALABAMA			
MAGNOLIA				
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
EAST TENNESSE			
CAT TEXAS				
NORHTEAST 			
EAST TENNESSE			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
NORTHEAST 			
MAGNOLIA				
BAYOU STATE			
CRAPPIENUTZ			
CRAPPIE MASTERS		
WEST ALABAMA			

CLAIBORNE				
CLUB
TOMBIGBEE RIVER		
CLUB
WATEREE				
CLUB
BIRDSONG RESORT MARINA CLUB
CHOTARD LAKE/EAGLE LAKE CLUB
CHEROKEE LAKE			
CLUB
TIM’S FORD				
CLUB
SLABBER DAVES			
CLUB
WESPOINT				
CLUB
TILLERY				
CLUB
LAKE ‘O OINES			
CLUB
DARBONNE				
CLUB
DOUGLAS LAKE			
CLUB
SLABBER DAVES			
CLUB
OKATIBBE LAKE			
CLUB
ST JOHNS RIVER		
Championship FL ST
NORMANDY				
CLUB
BLACKSHEAR			
CLUB
GREENWOOD			
CLUB
CLAIBORNE				
CLUB
WOODS RESERVOIR		
CLASSIC
LAVON				
CLUB
WEST POINT
CHICKAMAUGA LAKE		
CLUB
SLABBER DAVES			
CLUB
LAKE D’ARBONNE		
Championship LA ST
LOGAN MARTIN			
CLUB
LAKE TUSCALOOSA		
CLUB
LAKE WASHINGTON		
CLUB
WESTPOINT				
CLUB
CLARKS HILL			
SUPER
GREENWOOD LAKE
Championship SC ST
SANTEE				
CLUB
WASH. LEE				
QUALIFIER
EUFAULA				
CLUB
WYLIE				
CLUB
PALESTINE				
CLUB
OHIO WEST BRANCH		
OPEN
SLABBER DAVES			
CLASSIC
TOMBIGBEE RIVER		
CLUB
GRENADA LAKE/LUCAS OIL
BIG MAMA OPEN
GRENADA LAKE		
Championship MS ST
CHEROKEE LAKE			
CLUB
LAKE FORK				
CRAPPIE FEST
OHIO WEST BRANCH		
OPEN
WATTS BAR LAKE			
CLUB
LAKE FORK			
ONE POLE ULTIMATE
BLACKSHEAR			
CLUB
LAKE OF THE OZARKS Championship MO ST
OHIO MOSQUITO LAKE		
CLUB
BARNETT & ACADEMY SPORTS
BIG MAMA OPEN
DARBONNE				
CHAMPIONSHIP
ALABAMA RIVER			
CLUB
LAKE EUFAULA		
NATIONAL QUALIFIER
TOMBIGBEE RIVER		
CLASSIC
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CRAPPIE CLUBS
(Note that club news, results and schedules are taken from websites around the 10th of each month. Only those
who provide information through their website or by email will have updated information and results included.)
Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.

Clubs/Regional Tournaments
MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB - MS
www.magnoliacrappieclub.com
Will be hosting its 1st Festival Bass Tournament on Brows Creek, Lake Guntersville
Saturday April 11, 2015
CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS (CAT)- TX
www.crappieanglersoftexas.com
Will be hosting its 2nd annual “Crappie Fest” on Lake Fork, Saturday April 11, 2015
WEST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB-WTCC -TN
www.westtennesseecrappieclub.com; also facebook
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS- IN
www.indianaslabmasters.com
MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB -TN
middletennesseecrappieclub@gmail.com
SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AL
www.shoalscrappie.com
shoalscrappie@yahoo.com
WEST ALABAMA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AL
www.westalabamacrappie.com Tracy Humber 662-574-0649
SLAB MASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL -GA
www.slabmasterstournamenttrail.net
EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
www.easternmocrappie.com
EASTERN BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CLUB -OH
Easternbuckeyecrappieclub@yahoo.com
www.easternbuckeyecrappieclub.com
WILLIAM’S CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB- TX
www.williamscreekcrappieclub.com
WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIECLUB- MO
Facebook: Wappapello CrappieClub
GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES- OH
www.grandlakecrappieseries.comule.com
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NATIONAL
CRAPPIEEVENTS
CLUBS
COOSA RIVER CRAPPIE CLUB
Paul Whorton 205-821-8373
Roger Absher 205-283-7638
(see facebook)
CRAPPIE BUCKS- TX
www.crappiebucks.com
CRAPPIE SLAYERS TOURNAMENT SERIES- MO
See the www.crappie.com MO-tournaments
CAPITAL CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
Mike 573-230-3058, Ben 573-694-3588
Marshall Albertson 573-690-2370
ARIZONIA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AZ
www.azcrappie.com (forum)
BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CHALLENGE -OH
www.buckeyecrappiechallenge.com
NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB -OH
www.northeastohiocrappieclub.com
SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB- IL
www.springfieldcrappieclub.com
CRAPPIENUTZ- MS
www.crappieguys.com
CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
www.carolinacrappieassociation.com 704-792-5022 raeudy@ctc.net
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1st Place This Month!
Tim Miller
Okmulgee Lake, OK/15 inches / 2.72 lbs

Don’t forget to send in your recent photo by the 15th.
Crappie NOW e-magazine accepts color digital images for publication. A single
photo will be selected after the 10th of each month for the next month’s edition. The
winner will be contacted via email with prize information.
Check out www.crappienow.com for more details.
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Edward Swain
Grenada Lake MS/16.5 length / 2.40 lb

Mike Johnston
Lake Chickamauga
2.6lb caught in 5ft of water using jigs

Nicholas Andrew Evans
10 1/2 inches 2lbs in a farm pond in
Davidson county
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